A new Yeshiva College interdisciplinary minor

The Media Studies minor will allow students to focus on the interpretation, history, and artistic production of both traditional and emerging media forms, including print journalism, literature, film, television, and the internet. Students will have the opportunity to learn about the history of media; the ways in which media connects to other forms of cultural expression; its evolving social impact, and how to analyze its products and effects.

Requirements (18 credits):
The gateway English course, ENG 2010 Interpreting Texts, will provide the necessary analytic tools for analyzing the media in multiple forms.

Students will also take classes in these categories:
• Advanced Writing
• Electives in the English department related to film, material culture, and popular culture.
• Related courses in other fields like Sociology, Computer Science, History, or Marketing
• Related CORE courses including INTCs (Parisian Views and Books on Books), CUOTs (Media Revolutions), and COWCs (Face to Face) and more. Note: these courses can count both for Core and the minor.

For more information, please contact:
Dr Rachel Mesch | mesch@yu.edu